
 

Why was the “Joker” so Successful? 
 

Todd Phillip’s “Joker” has been one of the most awaited movies of 2019. The Scorsese-esque 
film has captured the minds of superhero fans and film fans alike. It is one of the highest-grossing rated R 
movies ever. But at what cost?  

The movie may have acquired widespread praise, but it has also received much criticism. In 2012, 
a man shot up a midnight screening of “The Dark Knight Rises” in Aurora, Colorado. Because of that 
tragedy, there was widespread stress over the possibility of something similar happening during a 
screening of “Joker”. 

In addition, the director Todd Philips has also brought some controversy to the table. When a 
reporter for Vanity Fair asked him why he transitioned to drama, he stated “Go try to be funny nowadays 
with this woke culture, there were articles written about why comedies don’t work anymore — I’ll tell 
you why, because all the f***ing funny guys are like, ‘F*** this s***, because I don’t want to offend 
you.’”  

But nevertheless, Joker made $744 million in box office sales after less than a month in theatres. 
This is essentially the result of the mainstream popularity of superheroes and supervillains. Part of the 
reasoning of the growth of popularity in superhero movies in the past 20 years is to do with the troubling 
times we live in. Filmink.com writer Erin Free states, “Whether it’s random terrorist attacks, 
over-population, rising crime rates, the threat of financial collapse, the mental hangover of the Global 
Financial Crisis, prejudice, ignorance, infectious killer viruses, or just traffic congestion, our world is on a 
constant knife edge. And in troubled times, people enjoy escapism, and perhaps secretly wish that there 
were superheroes around to hose down all of the horrors of the world.” It is correct that there has been an 
increased interest in superhero movies, but there has been increased horrors in our modern climate.  

Although “Joker” seems like not the best choice for escapism, the movie does use one of the other 
methods to bring in viewers. Because of everything going on today it is morbidly relatable to people. 

One of the constants that superhero filmmakers can always pull is using the characters that the 
audience knows and loves. The most iconic actors of different generations have played the Joker, 
including Mark Hamil, Jack Nicholson, and now Joaquin Phoenix. People love to hate the joker and love 
the actor behind the makeup. 


